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Limited Screen Viewing Angles Quick Take The Ts values form over function; offering a great portable
design, but with subpar specs for its high-end price point. Lenovo makes a return to its mainstream business
line with the ThinkPad Ts. The device not only serves as a refresher for the popular enterprise line, but a
reaffirmation of everything that the ThinkPad T-series values. Form has always been the focus of the T-series,
and the Ts exemplifies this notion incorporating a new and improved build design, while retaining the same
dependable durability that the series has become known for. With a sleek utility driven design, the Ts certainly
looks cutting edge, but in terms of actual performance, the Lenovo ThinkPad is anything but. Read the full
review to find out. Build and Design The Lenovo ThinkPad Ts improves upon the already impressive design
of the ThinkPad T ; offering excellent durability in the slimmest inch T-series notebook seen to date. The
business oriented ultrabook employs a black carbon fiber lid that proves resistant to fingerprint smudges and
smooth the touch. The chassis of the Ts is outfitted in a black magnesium shell cover. The bottom portion of
the device is coated in a thin protective plastic layer providing a sleek resistant finish while the raw
magnesium surface of the deck offers a tactile textured feel and added grip. Similar to its predecessor the
Lenovo ThinkPad Ts incorporates a roll cage into its chassis design, affording the device a considerable
amount of durability. Despite its petite 0. The carbon fiber lid allowed for considerably more flex when
pressure was applied, but with its sturdy degree hinge design the display is more than durable enough to
handle the normal ins and outs of travel. The Lenovo ThinkPad Ts manages to achieve this durability with an
incredibly portable form factor. With its sturdy durability and lightweight design the Lenovo ThinkPad Ts is
ideal for travel. Ports and Features As a business oriented device the Lenovo ThinkPad Ts makes sure to offer
solid connectivity via its wide array of ports. Mini Display port, chargeable USB 3. The notebook comes
equipped with ThinkVantage Fingerprint Scanner software, which guides users through the initial setup
process and offers a wide range of detailed options. Users can select any finger to work with the scanner, and
the software requires users to register a number of swipes before setting that finger to the account to assure for
accuracy. The meticulous setup process proves to be worth it however, as the fingerprint scanner afforded
excellent accuracy only failing to register a scan on one occasion. The screen offers a decent amount of real
estate thanks to its standard x resolution, as opposed to the x resolution seen on most business notebooks. The
screen appears rather dull with limited brightness causing images to often appear faded or washed. However,
the display does still prove serviceable for viewing documents and webpages as text remains clear and easy to
read. Users can also expect a restrictive viewing experience, as the device offers limited viewing angles.
Noticeable image distortion sets past degrees on the horizontal axis with disruptive reflections appearing on
screen. The same issue occurs on the vertical axis as images quality quickly dissipated when moving the
display forwards or backward. The Lenovo ThinkPad Ts houses two speakers along the bottom back-end of
the chassis. While their location is peculiar, the pair manages to provide boisterous sound levels adequate for
presentations, meetings or providing a moderately sized room with audio. The Ts also boasts excellent sound
quality, as the speakers where able to detail the delicacies of an orchestral track with minimal distortion even
at percent capacity. Keyboard and Touchpad The ThinkPad Ts incorporates the same Chiclet island-style
spill-resistant keyboard that has been seen in other ThinkPad notebooks throughout the year. Without a
number pad the Ts makes use of the full length of its chassis offering solid spacing between each of its
squared keys. The keys offer a smooth glossy finish with an inward curve design that helps to provide added
grip. The keyboard offers surprising compression depth despite its sleek form factor, and each key offers solid
tactile feedback quickly snapping back into place once struck. However, Lenovo has done away with
dedicated mouse buttons for the point stick and instead is opting to use the top portion of the touchpad as
designated mouse buttons. The area is denoted by a raised texture design that runs between two red line
graphics. Interestingly those designated areas only function as right and left mouse-clicks while using the
TrackPoint stick, when using the actual touchpad the designated mouse button area is located at the bottom
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portion of the pad. The Ts offers a generously sized touchpad located directly below the spacebar on the
keyboard. The rubberized surface is easy to grip, but also allows for fluid movement and gestures offering a
surprising level of sensitivity and accuracy. The Pad itself is devoid of mouse buttons, instead designating the
right and left bottom portion of the pad to act as a right and left mouse buttons. Unlike the top of the pad,
which offers both visual and tactile cues, the bottom of the pad provides no information to user, making it
difficult to discern exactly where the designated portion of the pad begins and ends. Luckily the pad also
offers multi-finger gestures with a single finger click reading as the left mouse button and a two-finger
compression registering as the right mouse button.
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Failover and dual IP are also supported to ensure continuous system operations. The supported port-trunking
modes include: Its intelligent desktop allows you to find desired functions quickly, create desktop shortcuts or
group shortcuts, monitor important system information on a real-time basis, and open multiple application
windows to run multiple tasks concurrently, bringing greater operating efficiency. The front panel USB port
features a one-touch-copy function for you to instantly back up data on external drives to the TS or
alternatively to back up data from the TS to external drives. ISO share , Syslog service , Antivirus Manage
your files via the Internet The File Station brings conventional desktop-style file operations to web browsers,
allowing you to upload, download, and manage files on your TS wherever there is an internet connection. File
Station A private cloud without constraints In contrast to the limited storage space and potential security
concerns of public cloud services, the TS is advantageous for establishing a secure and large-capacity private
cloud. With just a few steps you can create notes from web pages or by importing from the TS , edit notes with
the intuitive web-based editor, and take screenshots for quick note-taking with Qsnap or the Notes Station
Clipper extension for Chrome. You can also easily leverage the rich media contents stored on the TS to
enhance your notes, and access them on your mobile phones or tablet devices by using Qnotes mobile app
anytime, anywhere. Notes Station , Qsnap Archive your photo memories. The TS acts as your photo vault for
you to back up your favorite photos. Through the music station web player, you can enjoy your music
anytime, anywhere with a few clicks. Thousands of local and global online Internet radio programs are also
built-into the Music Station for you to enjoy. Stream music to DLNA-compatible music systems for a
high-quality sound experience. Stream music via AirPlay to compatible devices. Listen to your music on
mobile devices through the Qmusic app. After the download tasks are set ready, you can turn off the computer,
and the TS will download as many HD videos as you want. You can also install HappyGet app to back up
abundant online videos to your TS Download Station Dropbox-like file synchronization across computers and
mobile devices With Qsync, your TS is turned into a safe data center for file synchronization. Any file
uploaded to the TS will be made available for all linked devices, such as computers, laptops and mobile
devices. Qsync is especially useful for frequent travelers in managing files and ensuring that different devices
have the most up-to-date files. Qsync provides multiple ways for file synchronization and group file sharing,
greatly enhancing the flexibility of team projects and collaboration. Qsync Access, use, sync and enjoy with
your tablets and smartphones The TS is your private cloud storage that virtually enlarges the capacity of your
mobile devices. It supports real-time monitoring, video and audio recording and playback with a wide range of
customizable settings. Energy-saving The TS features an energy-efficient dual-core ARM processor that
maintains high performance in system operations and is suitable for an always-online personal cloud without
running up a high electricity bill.
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It is the thinnest and lightest ThinkPad T Series model to date, but does it retain the rigidity and longevity of
its predecessors? Lenovo is betting big on a new slimmer design and revamped touchpad to attract the
attention of Ultrabook customers. Find out in this review if these hardware tweaks have paid off. Though the
name may simply be a single digit difference from the Ts reviewed late last year, the changes Lenovo has
brought to the new model are rather significant and more than superficial. Unlike the Ts, other resolution
options are not available. How have these changes affected case quality? Is the notebook easier to use? Find
out in this review if slimmer really means better for the venerable and well-regarded ThinkPad T Series. Users
who have worked with the X1 Carbon first-hand will already be familiar with some of these changes; If the X1
Carbon and Ts had a child, this new model would be it. The outer lid is now made of smooth carbon fiber
combined with a magnesium body and integrated roll cage to preserve as much of that exceptional build
quality that has made previous ThinkPads a household name. The dual hinges are also smaller in size
compared to the previous Ts, but are able to anchor the lightweight display with no residual vibrations while
typing. Both side-to-side twisting of the base and depressions on the palm rests, keyboard and outer lid are
thus very minimal, though still a tad visible. Speaking of weight, the Ts is the thinnest and lightest T Series
model to date. The competing HP EliteBook Folio m does come in thinner, but its lower resolution display
may turn off users. A new change that has brought about mixed feelings is the narrower display bezel width.
The thin, plastic-like bezel has always been a weak area of ThinkPads and thinning it without increasing
rigidity may not be the best way to go. Twisting of the lid, for example, is now slightly easier than on previous
models. Even so, this is only a minor complaint as the Ts still upholds MilSpec standards and is leagues
beyond what most other consumer Ultrabooks can offer in terms of construction and end-user upgradeability.
New design philosophy for a more traditional Ultrabook apperance The thinnest and lightest T Series model to
date Display hinge at maximum angle Connectivity All the chassis modifications have also brought a few
changes to the number of physical connections. Most notably, the Ts includes 2x USB 3. The optical drive has
also been completely removed in favor of freeing up space to include all ports on the left and right hand edges.
This means that most ports are now easier to reach as none are on the rear with the exception of the optional
SIM slot. Accessing this reader can be difficult if the accompanying USB port is occupied. We hope to see the
card reader relocated to the right edge or possibly the front edge on future redesigns. Regardless, we ran into
no connectivity or dropout issues when connected to a local WiFi network. Accessories The dedicated docking
port allows compatibility with numerous Lenovo docks and port replicators like the ThinkPad Mini Dock
Series 3. Sleeves, adapters, cases and other extensive options are sold by the manufacturer as well. Otherwise,
the model comes bare with no extras beyond the 20 Volt power AC adapter. Security The included AuthenTec
fingerprint reader and Power On Authentication are available on all models as the notebook is still targeted at
businesses with IT management in mind. TPM and its remote features are also supported for an extra layer of
security. Maintenance ThinkPad models have always been friendly for end-user upgradeability and the Ts is
no exception. Unlike most other manufacturers, Lenovo provides detailed and easy-to-find maintenance
manuals for all its ThinkPad products. Warranty The standard 1-year warranty applies to all new purchases
directly from the manufacturer. The latter is notable due to the integrated battery; users cannot purchase larger
battery modules to quickly swap out when battery life becomes low. Feedback is firm without any of the
sponginess that other Ultrabooks with Chiclet keyboards tend to offer and it was very easy to begin typing on
the Ts without the need to first become accustomed to the feel or layout. The arrow keys are unfortunately still
reduced in size and may be more difficult to use for those with larger fingers. Two levels of keyboard
backlight are also available and they make up for the absence of the ThinkLight. Oddly enough, the opposite is
true for the Tu. The second major change is its overhauled top row of keys. Gone are the dedicated volume,
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microphone, and even the ThinkVantage keys in favor of more multi-function F keys that are commonly
found in consumer Ultrabooks. This simplifies the keyboard for a cleaner look and impression. Thankfully,
users can toggle Fn lock to easily switch between the traditional function keys and their auxiliary commands.
Touchpad The old textured trackpads of previous T Series models are sometimes criticized for their small
sizes and redundant click pads, but Lenovo looks to finally change things up starting with the Ts. The removal
of the dedicated click keys has allowed for the massive increase in surface area. The matte surface is leveled
with the palm rests and feels completely smooth as opposed to the textured bumps on previous models. This
same design is expected to make its way onto the upcoming ThinkPad Helix. The redesign certainly looks
fantastic, but how does it perform? Fortunately, as good as it looks. The larger surface area provides the
obvious benefit of both easier navigation and multi-touch gestures, the latter of which now supports up to
4-finger commands. The entire area can be clicked, and clicking anywhere produces an equal amount of travel
and feedback, both of which feel deeper and more responsive than most other Ultrabooks. All five mouse
buttons of previous ThinkPads return here as integrated keys on their respective locations. For example,
clicking the upper center of the touchpad will imitate the old middle scroll input. Improved AccuType
keyboard and a brand new trackpad The glass trackpad performs admirably with its five integrated keys Arrow
keys are still a bit small for larger fingers Display The matte Competing inch business notebooks, such as the
Latitude u and HP EliteBook m , are available with x resolution screens and may or may not include higher
resolution options depending on the region. An average brightness of about nits was measured across nine
quadrants of the display, which is a slight improvement over both the ThinkPad T and Ts and a much larger
improvement over the Tu. Lenovo advertises nits - certainly close to our in-house measurements. This level of
brightness is enough for the Ts to be usable indoors without any visibility issues. Contrast has also improved
rather significantly to about
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The Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Means Test Who Can Qualify for Bankruptcy Under Chapter 7? The means test is required
for anyone looking to file Chapter 7 calendrierdelascience.com is an income-based test designed to reserve the powerful
benefits of Chapter 7 for those who truly cannot afford to pay back their debts.

The bankruptcy law was designed to ensure that Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection is given to those who need it
most. The means test is the qualifying step for those looking for file Chapter 7. The Chapter 7 means test is
actually a formula that is used in determining whether or not an individual would have enough money
available to make minimal payments to creditors in a Chapter 13 bankruptcy plan. In many cases, those who
want to file Chapter 7 are able to do so. Before the law change, there were fewer restrictions on eligibility for
those who wished to wipe out credit card debt, medical bills, and most personal loans through Chapter 7
bankruptcy regardless of their ability to repay their debts. Are you wondering if Chapter 7 is right for you?
Talk to a bankruptcy lawyer about your eligibility to file bankruptcy under Chapter 7 or Median Income
Comparison The first step in the Chapter 7 bankruptcy means test is simple: The median income for your
family size may differ dramatically depending upon where you live, and an attorney can tell you whether you
are above or below the applicable median income. Check out our state median incomes table for more
information. Calculating Disposable Income and Unsecured Debts The second step is a bit more complicated,
and actually breaks down into separate pieces. Certain allowable expenses determined by IRS guidelines are
subtracted from your income to find your "disposable income. If you can demonstrate special circumstances,
you may still be allowed to do so. This calculation compares your disposable income over the next five years
to a percentage of your unsecured debt to determine whether any significant repayment to your creditors is
possible. If your disposable income over a five year period is less than 25 percent of your unsecured,
non-priority debts, you will likely "pass" the means test. The calculation can be complicated, not only because
of the numerous steps that may be involved, but because it requires an understanding of the rules concerning
how your income is calculated for means test purposes and which debts are classified as unsecured and
non-priority. Many people who want to file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy find that they are still eligible to do so. A
local bankruptcy attorney can help you determine how the means test may affect your bankruptcy options. For
more information on the Chapter 7 means test and the role it plays when filing bankruptcy, connect with a
local bankruptcy lawyer. Please remember that while millions of Americans have filed for bankruptcy, each
case is different. A local attorney can help you determine if you may qualify for Chapter 7, if Chapter 13 could
be a better option, or if some other debt relief action may be better for you. Fill out the above form today. The
above summary is not legal advice. Laws may have changed since our last update. For the latest information
on bankruptcy laws, speak to a local bankruptcy lawyer in your state.
Chapter 5 : The Bankruptcy Means Test | calendrierdelascience.com
The bankruptcy "means test" determines whether your income is low enough for you to file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. It's
a formula designed to keep high wage earners from filing for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. High-income filers who fail the
means test can use Chapter 13 bankruptcy to repay a portion of.

Chapter 6 : Review Lenovo ThinkPad Ts Ultrabook - calendrierdelascience.com Reviews
Chapter Test (See related pages) Results Reporter Out of 10 questions, you answered 10 correctly with a final grade of
% 10 correct (%) 0 incorrect (0%).

Chapter 7 : TS - Features - QNAP
This is an Official Bankruptcy Form. Official Bankruptcy Forms are approved by the Judicial Conference and must be
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used under Bankruptcy Rule
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T_Layout 1 8/23/11 PM Page 1. 2 VWR paper-substrate test data can vary within acceptable prescribed manufacturing
ranges with each production run.
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